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Abstract
W e consider a time-dependent spatial econom ic model for capital in which the region's 
production function is a parameter. This forward model predicts the distribution o f capital 
o f a region based on that region's production function. We will solve the inverse problem 
based on this model, i.e. given data describing the capital o f a region we wish to determine 
the production function through discretization. Inverse problems are generally ill-posed, 
which in this case means that if the data describing the capital are changed slightly, the 
solution o f the inverse problem could change dramatically. The solution we seek is therefore 
a probability distribution o f parameters. However, this probability distribution is complex, 
and at best we can describe some o f its features.
We describe the solution to this inverse problem  using two different techniques, Markov 
chain Monte Carlo (M etropolis Algorithm ) and least squares optimization, and compare 
summary statistics coming from each method.
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C h a p te r  1
In tr o d u c t io n  a n d  B a ck g ro u n d
1.1 M a th e m a t ic a l m o d e lin g
Consider a mathematical model that predicts a measurable quantity d. The model itself 
depends on some physical law or process, while the outcomes d  e  R  are dependent on the 
parameters m  e  R k o f that model by a function g (m ) =  d. We will call com puting g (m ) 
the forward problem or model (from here we refer to the forward problem as g (m ) or simply 
g ). The inverse problem is naturally the opposite o f the forward problem: given actual 
measurements d, we wish to describe the parameters o f the model.
The forward problem is usually well-posed, i.e., it has a unique solution that depends 
continuously on the parameters o f the model. However, the inverse problem is often ill-posed. 
The model parameters do not depend continuously on the data; small errors or perturba­
tions o f the data d  can lead to large changes in the model parameters m . Given two similar 
collections o f data, the model parameters found by solving the inverse problem  may be quite 
different. Indeed, an inverse problem may not have a unique solution. To compensate for 
these difficulties, the solution to an inverse problem can generally be thought o f as a proba­
bility distribution.
However, as is often the case with solving inverse problems, one final “answer” is desirable 
(the one set o f parameters that best fit the data). One approach to solving inverse problems 
by obtaining a single set o f parameters is regularization. A  standard m ethod is Tikhonov 
regularization. This m ethod combines minimizing the distance between the data and the 
forward problem solution by adding a regularization or “sm oothing” term to deal with the 
ill-posedness. But this single solution does not come with a description o f how likely it is, 
so a probability distribution may be a better way to describe the solution.
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Indeed, the approach that will be taken in this paper is o f the probabilistic variety. The 
solution we seek is a probability distribution P  (accompanied by probability density function 
<^ ). The probability that the m odel parameters lie in a region A  is given by
P  (A ) =  <^(m)dm. (1.1)
JA
However, just knowing the probability density function is not enough; if m  is o f high di­
mension, we can not visualize this solution. Therefore, we want to find a way to describe 
features o f the probability distribution, such as the mean, mode, covariances, etc.
M athematical modeling has long been a mainstay o f social science fields such as eco­
nomics. Increasingly, inverse problem theory is being used to solve problems in economics
[4]. We will consider such a model and inverse problem, and we will use two different meth­
ods (one inherently probabilistic, the other in the regularization vein) to estimate properties 
o f the solution.
1.2 S p atia l m o d e l o f  ca p ita l assets
In 1956, George Solow [2] developed a m odel for capital k (G D P) o f a region/state whose 
parameter was that region's production function. This time-dependent model, subject to 
initial conditions, is
d
— k(t) =  a (t ) f (k (t ) )  -  5k(t) (1 .2)
where a(t) is the technology level, f  : R+ ^  R+ is the production function (dependent on 
capital), and 6 e  R  is depreciation. Capasso et al. [2] used this to develop a spatial model 
where capital depends on space as well as time. Consider x  e  G C R n for n e  {1 , 2 } as the 
location o f households, and time t e  [0 ,T ]. In addition to initial conditions, we will now 
need boundary conditions. This time-dependent partial differential equation model is
( d t k (x ’ t) =  A k (x t ) + a (x t ) f  (k (x , t)) -  6 k (x ’ t) ( 1 3 )
^ V k  • n =  0 on d G x [0 ,T ],
where A  is the Laplacian (5^1 k +  5X2 k in two dimensions and just 5^k in one dimension) and 
the Neumann boundary condition V k  • n =  0 models no flow o f capital across the boundary 
(i.e., a closed econom y). Note the diffusion coefficient is 1 which depends on the time scaling.
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If we restrict ourselves to one spatial dimension (x e  [0,L] C R ), (1.3) becomes 
d d2
t) =  ~dx2k(x, t) +  a (^ t ) f  (k (x, t)) -  6k (x ’ t) ( 1 4)
kx (0 ,t)  =  kx(L ,t) =  0 .
Assuming a and 6 are known, this forward model predicts the value o f capital k at a given 
point x  at time t, The parameter o f interest is f ,  and so we define the forward problem
g ( f )  =  k  (1 .5)
whose solution for any given f  is the solution o f the nonlinear partial differential equation 
(1.4). O f course before we proceed, it is important to note that this problem is well-posed.
T h e o r e m  1. Let k (x, 0) e  C 2[0,L], ||k(x, 0)|| <  <x, and f  e  C *(R +) be Lipschitz continuous.
Furthermore, let a e  C ([0 ,L ] x [0 ,T ]). Equation (1.4) has a unique classical solution k.
Proof. This is Theorem 2.1 o f [3]. □
The solution o f this equation is interesting if it is the capital we wish to predict at a later 
time and place. However it is the identification o f the parameter f  that we are interested in 
obtaining. An accurate description o f the production function is necessary in order for the 
model to make good  predictions o f GD P or growth.
1 .3 T h e  in verse  p r o b le m
Let us now define the inverse problem at hand. Engbers et al. [3] solved the inverse prob­
lem (1.5) using so-called Tikhonov regularization, with an arbitrarily chosen regularization 
parameter. We will make the same assumptions as were made in [3] as we attempt to solve 
the same inverse problem via different means. A  few such assumptions are the following: the 
model (1.4) is an exact mathematical representation o f a (one-dimensional) region’s capital, 
the domain for the function k describing capital is the same, a mathematical function f  
represents a region’s production function, and f  is convex for small values o f k and concave 
for larger values o f k. One last com m on assumption - - - to facilitate our goal o f the recovery 
of the production function, we will take a (x ,t ) and 6 in (1.4) to be known. However, our 
interpretation o f “solution” will be different. We wish to find and describe some features of 
a probability distribution o f functions f  instead o f just a single function.
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The production function o f a firm (or nation /state /etc.) is a relationship between the 
quantity o f inputs that entity uses and the quantity o f output [5]. Some factors o f produc­
tion are land, labor, technology, and capital. Solow and others [2],[3] simplify the m odel by 
describing production as a mathematical function o f capital and labor. As the authors o f [2] 
and [3] tie labor with capital, we will do so also, and we are left with our current state of 
the production function, f ,  as a function solely o f capital k.
The identification o f the production function o f a region (or state/nation) is vital to pre­
dict long term growth. In addition to this, knowing the production function can also help 
drive decisions o f governments (or corporations) such as resource or asset allocation. In this 
regard, a spatial m odel for capital (or growth) could be advantageous.
The standard neoclassical representation o f the production function f  is nonnegative, 
increasing, and concave [3]. It also satisfies the Inada conditions [3]:
(1) f ( 0 )  =  °  (2) lim f /(k )  =  °  (3) lim+ f /(k )  =  ro.k^ro k^0+
These conditions are satisfied by the class o f Cobb-Douglas production functions f  (k) =  ka 
where a  e  (0 ,1) [3], an example o f which is shown in Figure 1.1. However just like Engbers 
et al., we shall disregard the third Inada condition and seek a convex-concave production 
function. Therefore we must define a set which contains all possible production functions 
that satisfy the first two conditions.
Let K  >  0 and fmax >  0 be constant. For I  =  [0 ,K ], we define our set o f admissible 
functions as
F  =  { f  e  H V ]  | f  (0) =  0, 0 <  f / (k) <  f i x }  (1.6)
where H 1 is the set o f all functions in L 2 whose weak derivatives are also in L 2. An example 
o f a family o f convex-concave functions that belong to F  is given by
/ ( k )  a ik '81 +  a 2k^
Figure 1.2 shows such a function when a 1 =  a 2 =  0.0005 and =  4.
Apart from the condition 0 <  f / (k) <  fmax, f  (0) =  0 will be important to our m ethod of 
solving this inverse problem. This condition implies there can be no growth without some 
capital resources.
4
Figure 1.1: A  Cobb-Douglas production function f  (k) =  k1/3
Figure 1.2: f  (x)
0.0005k4 
1 +  0.0005k4
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1.4 D e te rm in in g  p a ra m e te rs  o f  th e  m o d e l
We need to discretize the problem to numerically solve the inverse problem. Engbers et al.
[3] minimize
( f )  =  llg ( f )  -  k llL2 llf  -  f prior | H1 (I),
where ,5||f -  f prior| is a Tikhonov regularization term, to solve the inverse problem. They 
find a linear piecewise function for f  in the end, but they solve the forward problem  g ( f )  
for a function f  along the way. We will instead discretize the problem  from the beginning 
(solve the forward problem  given a vector instead o f a function) as we seek a probability 
distribution as an answer in the end - - - not just a single function.
Consider some n e  Z+ . We will discretize the forward problem by first approximating 
f  by a linear piecewise function f n by evaluating f  at n equally spaced nodes with spacing 
A k. Note the first node is at k =  A k, not k =  0. We know f  (0) =  0 from the conditions of 
F , so we need not consider that point. The plot o f an example f , along with f 5 for n =  5 
nodes is shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Plot o f an f  e  F  and its approximate linear piecewise function f 5 for n =  5
Now we can finally discretize the forward problem: instead o f solving g ( f ), we will solve 
g (m ), where m  e  M  =  [0 , f ax]n C R n is a vector whose components are the slopes between 
adjacent nodes o f f n. As f  (0) =  0, there is a bijective map between m  and f . It is this cor­
respondence that will allow us to solve the forward problem (1.4) if we are given either m  or f  .
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1.5 P r o b a b il is t ic  a p p ro a ch  t o  in verse  p ro b le m s
As we alluded to earlier, the solution to an inverse problem in general is a probability dis­
tribution on the space o f model parameters [9]. We will describe how to use the forward 
model (1.4) and given data to transform an a priori distribution on the model space into 
our solution, the a posteriori probability distribution. This transformation comes from a 
combination o f the states o f information describing our prior knowledge and data and from 
our understanding o f the theory described by our model. In order to describe the posterior 
distribution, we must first define the necessary objects as well as the transformation o f the 
a priori distribution.
Depending on the context o f the problem, the model parameters are elements o f the model 
space M . Similarly, the observed data measures belong to the data space D . Frequently M  
and D  have the structure o f a vector space, in which case we say they are linear. In the 
context o f our particular problem, M  =  [0,fmax]n, as defined in the previous section, and 
D  =  R p, where p e  Z +  is the number o f data points. In order to simplify our problem a bit 
(i.e. when applying least squares), from now on we will define M  =  R n. We will disregard 
the bounds 0 and fmax as they have little impact on the solution and the computations are 
much simpler without them.
Much o f what we are dealing with is uncertainty: an inexact model (1.4), inexact data 
(k ), and some a priori information (such as a educated guess with some level o f confidence). 
Now that we have our model and data spaces, we will turn to these uncertainties. As we 
have described the solution to an inverse problem  as a transformation o f some a priori dis­
tribution, we will begin with that prior distribution.
A  priori information (or, as we will use interchangeably, prior information) is information 
that is obtained independently o f the results o f measurements [9]. Often, this will be some 
guess o f the distribution o f model parameters. We will denote this probability density by
Pm  (m ).
We will choose our a priori distribution to be Gaussian, centered around a given mean 
m prior e  M  with covariance matrix C M. Thus our a priori distribution is
Pm (m ) =  kM exp ( -  ^ (m  -  mprior)TCM1 (m  -  mprior) J (1.7)
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with normalization constant kM. As we will move from this prior distribution to the pos­
terior distribution through our knowledge o f the observed data and model, we must have 
distributions that describe those two aspects as well.
Just as our prior information is more than a single guess, our observed data could be 
more or less accurate. Any act o f measurement has an error involved, and this can be the 
result o f actual measurement error or inaccuracies from the model used to determine that 
data. W ith that said, our observed data is actually described by a probability distribution 
pD(k | k obs) with kobs, the observed data, as a parameter. We will assume this distribution 
is Gaussian with covariance matrix C D,
pD (k | kobs) =  kD exp ^ -  2 (k -  kobs)T C -1(k -  kobs^ ( 1.8)
with normalization constant kD. As our prior distribution is independent o f our observed 
data, the two probability density functions (1.7) and (1.8) are independent. We can then 
easily define their joint probability density as
p(k, m ) =  p d (k)pM (m ). (1.9)
So we have two pieces o f the puzzle necessary to determine the a posteriori distribution: 
the a priori distribution and the distribution o f data. We lastly need to consider the un­
certainty o f the forward model g (m ) =  k. Our (quite simple) m odel describes the amount 
of capital o f a region as a function o f the production function; it is inexact. The authors 
o f [3] indeed state that a better, and likely more complex, model is needed. Therefore, the 
correlation between model parameters m  and measurements o f capital k is represented by a 
probability density, denoted by
0 (k, m ). ( 1.10)
This density accounts for the inexactness o f the model in describing how the model param­
eters and outcomes are connected.
Our posterior distribution is a combination o f the distributions p(k , m ) and 0 (k , m ), i.e. 
combining “states o f information” . This combination is not simply a normalized multiplica­
tion o f the two distributions. We need to define one more probability distribution on D  x M  
before we can combine the information we have.
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Consider a space X  and suppose a group G acts transitively on X . A  homogeneous 
probability distribution on X  is a probability distribution P , with corresponding probability 
density function p, that is invariant under the action o f G. This is P (G  ■ A ) =  P (A ) for all 
measurable A  C X .
As an example, suppose G =  X  =  R+ where G has the group o f operation multiplication. 
If we choose p (x ) =  X (nonnormalizable, k >  0), then for any interval A  =  [a, b] e  R+ we 
have
rb k f ab k
P  (A ) =  — dx =  k log (b /a ) and P  (aA ) =  — dx =  k log (b /a ),
Ja x  J aa x
and thus p is a homogeneous probability density function.
As a second example, let X  =  Rn and suppose X  acts on itself by component-wise 
addition. Observe for measurable A  C X , if we choose p (x ) =  k (again k >  0),
P (A ) =  /  k d x  =  k ■ m (A ) and P (v  +  A) =  /  k d x  =  k ■ m (A )
«/ A v +A
where m (A ) is the measure o f A. Note for this example and the previous one p (x ) cannot 
be normalized; in both  cases P ( X ) diverges. In general, this does not cause any problems 
[9]; we can use p to determine relative probabilities o f events.
Let p M (m ) and p D (k) denote the homogeneous density functions o f our model space M  
and data space D  respectively. As p M(m ) and p D(k) are independent, we can define a joint 
homogeneous probability as
p (k , m ) =  p d (k )p M (m ). ( 1.11)
However, we can say more than that since we have defined our data space D  =  Rp and model 
space M  =  R n. W ith  Cartesian coordinates on both  spaces, we choose our homogeneous 
distributions to be invariant under translations as in the second example above. Therefore 
we choose the homogeneous distributions for both  spaces to be constant: p D(k) =  kd and 
p M (m ) =  km. If we had no prior information about our model parameters, we could select 
the homogeneous distribution as the a priori distribution [9], i.e. pM =  p M, but we have 
chosen a Gaussian distribution for the prior pM in (1.7). We can then simplify (1.11) as
p (k , m ) =  kdkm. ( 1.12)
This homogeneous distribution plays an important role as we combine the probability dis­
tributions p(k , m ) and 0 (k, m ).
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1.6 F orm u la tio n  o f  p o s te r io r  d is tr ib u t io n
We shall finally address the combination o f the states o f information describing our prior 
knowledge and understanding o f the physical theory. In order to do this, we need to define 
the conjunction o f two probability densities. Let p (x ) be a homogeneous density and suppose 
f 1, f 2 are two probability densities on a space X . Following [9], we define the conjunction of 
f 1 and f 2 as
(A  A / 2) (x )  =
p (x)
where k is a normalization constant: k = 1 /  f X fl(*)X)(x) dx. Note this is not simply the 
multiplication o f f 1 and f 2. In particular, if f 2 =  p, then f 1 A p =  f 1. In other words, the 
conjunction operation acts neutrally on the homogeneous density, and p plays the role of 
representing no information. It is this property that we wish to preserve when we merge our 
prior information, model uncertainties, and data to determine the model parameters.
For our problem, the joint posterior distribution a (k , m ) is formed by the conjunction of 
p(k , m ) (prior knowledge and measured data) and 0 (k, m ) (m odel uncertainties):
(1.13)
where k is the normalization constant.
a (k , m ) =  k
p(k, m )0 (k, m ) 
p (k , m )
Now returning to the probability density 0 (k , m ) describing the inexactness o f our model 
in predicting the data, the marginal distribution on the model space is [9]
0 (k, m )dk  =  p M (m ), (1.14)
D
and hence we can define the conditional probability [7]
9 (k  | . (1.15)
pM (m )
The density 0(k  | m ) describes, given m odel parameters m , a probability distribution for 
k found from the forward model, instead o f one exactly predicted value. From equation 
(1.15), we obtain
0 (k, m ) =  0 (k | m )p M(m ) =  km0(k | m ). (1.16)
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By substituting in equations (1.9), (1.12), and (1.16), we obtain
Pd (k)pM (m )k m0(k|m) 
a (k , m ) =  k---------------  —- ----------------
kdkm
k
=  — pd  (k)pM (m )0(k|m ) (1.17)
kd
Let k =  k /k d. In order to find the posterior distribution o f model parameters a M(m ) (our 
solution), which is the marginal probability density o f a (k , m ), we need to integrate over the 
data space:
a M (m ) =  / a (k , m )dk  
J d
=  k / p d (k )p M (m )0(k|m)dk 
J d
=  kpM (m ) f  p d (k )0 (k|m)dk. (1.18)
D
Recall, we have explicit formulas for pM and pD in (1.7) and (1.8) respectively, but we have 
no description o f 0 (k | m ), a measure o f how well the m odel models the real world correlation 
between given parameters m  and predicted data. If the uncertainties o f the model describing 
the theory are negligible compared to p(k , m ) (a priori and data distribution), then following 
[9] we let
0 (k|m) =  8 (k — g (m )) (1.19)
where 8 is the delta distribution, i.e. £ (k  — g (m )) =  0 if k =  g (m ) and J  5 (k  — g (m ))d k  =  1. 
This is an unwarranted assumption for our model, but this does correspond to one o f the 
assumptions we make in an attempt to mimic the original paper [3]. W hen substituting this 
into our solution a M(m ), we see that
^m (m ) =  kpM (m ) / p d (k )8 (k — g (m ))d k
D
=  kpM (m)pD (g (m )). ( 1.20)
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By finally substituting in our a priori distribution and the distribution describing the data 
measurements (1.7) and (1.8), and letting c =  k ■ kM ■ kD, we obtain
om (m ) =  c ■ exp ^ - 2  [(g (m ) -  kobs)TC -1 (g (m ) -  kobs)
+  (m  -  mprior)TC M1(m  -  mprior 
=  c ■ exp ^ - 1  [||g(m) -  kobs ID+l|m -  mprior||M]  ^ . ( 1.21)
Therefore, under the assumptions that our a priori and data distributions are Gaussian, our 
data space D  is linear, and the unrealistic assumption that our model is exact, the solution 
to our inverse problem  is given by om (m ) in (1.21). The remainder o f this paper develops 
the two methods, M etropolis and least squares minimization, used to estimate properties of 
this solution. First however, as both  M etropolis and least squares depend on the solution to 
the forward problem  g (m ), our first task is to solve the forward problem.
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C h a p te r  2
F orw a rd  P r o b le m
In the resolution o f an inverse problem, in this case describing the distribution o f the slopes 
m  of the piecewise linear function f  based on the amount o f capital k, the solution to the 
forward problem g (m ) =  k is paramount. Indeed, our posterior distribution (1.21) depends 
greatly on g (m ). As we shall see in subsequent chapters, the two methods we use to describe 
aspects o f the posterior distribution require the solution o f the forward problem many times 
for various inputs m. We will solve the forward problem using a finite difference scheme.
2 .1 T h e  p r o b le m
Recall our model from section 1.2: 
d d2
~Qtk(x, t) =  ~dX2 k(x, t) +  a(x, t ) f  (k (x , t))  -  8k(x, t) (2 1)
kx(0 ,t) =  0, kx (L ,t )  =  0
where x  E [0, L]. Also recall a is the technology level and 8 is the depreciation. The contin­
uous forward problem  of this model is to predict the capital stock o f households at position 
x  and time t , i.e. k (x, t ), with a given production function f . This solution is g ( f ) =  k , 
which involves solving the partial differential equation for some function f .
As we are discretizing the forward problem, now g (m ), instead o f solving (2.1) for a given 
f  E F , we will solve (2.1) where f  =  f , a piecewise linear function. So, the solution to our 
forward problem g (m ) is the solution to
{kt =  kxx +  a f (k )  -  8k (2 2)kx(0,t) =  k x(L ,t)  =  0
where f  is determined by m . This amounts to numerically solving a partial differential 
equation (PD E ), which again we accomplish using finite differences.
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2 .2  F in ite  d iffe re n ce  d is cr e tiz a t io n
Consider the domain [0,L] x [0 ,T ] with some given technology level a (x ,t )  and depreciation 
8. To solve equation (2.2), we will use a finite difference scheme. We will discretize the 
spatial derivatives using the classic centered difference scheme (m ethod o f lines), and we will 
then tackle the time derivatives. Solving this stiff PDE [6] using just an explicit time step 
(forward Euler) would require a prohibitively small time step for the scheme to be stable. 
Using an implicit time step would allow for a larger time step, but the PDE is nonlinear, so 
we would have to solve a nonlinear system of equations at each o f those larger time steps 
(e.g. using Newton’s m ethod). However, we can use an implicit-explicit m ethod [1],[6], which 
allows us to solve this PDE using backward Euler for the linear terms kxx(x ,t )  — 8k (x ,t) 
and forward Euler for the nonlinear term a ( x , t ) f  (k (x ,t )) . By using this approach we will 
not be subject to the unreasonably short time steps necessary for forward Euler alone.
To set up the implicit-explicit scheme, we will begin by discretizing space and time. 
For this section, we will denote m  as the number o f spatial grid points (not including the 
boundary) and n +  1 as the number o f temporal grid points (not including initial time). By 
choosing space step A x  and time step A t, we put a grid on the domain o f k where A x  =  m+1 
and A t =  n+1, and we denote x 0 =  0, x m+1 =  L, t0 =  0 and tn+1 =  T .
Applying the centered difference approximation for kxx, we have
_  k (x i-1 ,t j ) — 2k(xi ,t j ) +  k (x i+1 ,t j ) 
kxx(x i , tj ) ~  (A x )2 . ( 3)
Now consider the backward difference approximation for kt,
k , ( x „ t j+I) «  k (x ‘ J j +1A —k(X" t j ) , (2.4)
and the forward difference approximation
k ,(x i . t j ) «  k<Xi,tj+1^ — k(X- t j>. (2.5)
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As a simple implicit-explicit scheme, we apply backward Euler to the linear terms kxx — 5k 
and forward Euler to the nonlinear term a f  (k). The discretized PD E in (2.2) becomes
k (x i , t j+ 1) — k (x i , t j ) _  k (x i - i , t j+ i )  — 2k(x i ,t j+ i)  +  k (xi+ i,t j+ i)
A t  (A x )2
+  a (x i , t j ) f  (k (x i , t j )) — 5 k (x , t j+1) +  (truncation error).
(2.6)
Now we denote by K i,j our approximation to k (x i , t j ) for i E { 0 , 1 , . . ,m  +  1} and j  E 
{0 ,1 ,. . . ,  n +  1}. By using this notation, (2.6) becomes the iterative system
K i,j+1 K i,j   K i-  1,j+1 2 K i,j+1 +  K i+1,j
+  aij f  (K i,j ) — 5 K i,j+1. (2 .7)A t (A x )2 ij
It is perfectly reasonable to solve this system for generic values o f i, but when i _  0 or 
L, the values x i-1 and x i+i respectively lie outside o f the domain o f k. For these locations, 
the boundary condition kx (0 ,t)  _  kx (L ,t )  _  0 must be employed. Similar to the centered 
scheme for kxx, we can use a finite centered difference scheme to discretize the boundary 
conditions:
K k (A x E  — k (—A x -t)  _ 0 .
2A x
Thus k ( A x , t )  _  k (—A x , t )  which, by using our discrete notation, is K -1 ,j _  K 1,j. By a 
similar computation, K L+1,j _  K L-1,j. Let ^ _  A t / ( A x ) 2. Denote by K (j) the vector repre­
senting capital assets at time j .
By isolating K i,j to one side and setting up (2.7) with boundary conditions in matrix 
notation, we obtain the sparse tridiagonal system
A K (j+1) _  K (j) — A ta (j)f  ( K (j)) (2.8)
where
A
( 1 +  2^ +  5 A t  —2/j,
—j  1 +  2 j  +  5 A t  —j
—j  1 +  2 j  +  5 A t  —j
—j  1 +  2j  +  5 A t  —j
—2j  1 +  2 j  +  5 A t  J
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Note the — 2^ in the first and last rows are enforcing the boundary conditions. By solving 
the system (2.8) at each time step, we will find the numerical solution K . W hen we vectorize 
we obtain k.
2 .3  Im p le m e n ta t io n  an d  so lu tio n
Following the assumptions in [3], let L =  50 and T  =  150. We can then specify our mesh 
by choosing A x  =  0.2 and A t  =  0.6. This gives us a 251 x 251 point grid, with x 0 =  0, 
x 251 =  50, t0 =  0, and t251 =  150. Furthermore, suppose a (x , t )  =  1 and 8 =  0.05. We will 
test our solution to the forward problem by choosing a production function f  E F , namely
0.0005k4
f (  ) =  1 +  0.0005k4 . ( . )
This function is plotted in Figure 1.2. For two different piecewise linear choices o f an initial 
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Figure 2.1: 1(a) k1(x, 0), 2(a) k2(x, 0), 1(b) Solution k1 from production function f , 2(b) 
Solution k2 from production function f
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2 .4  V e r if ica t io n
As the solution o f the forward problem  is one step in our ultimate goal o f solving the inverse 
problem, we need to verify that the forward problem is being solved correctly. That is, we 
need to show the numerical solution produced by the implementation o f this scheme converges 
to the actual (exact) solution. O f course equation (2.1) can be very difficult to solve exactly 
(if even possible) for some function f . Therefore, we will manufacture a function f  for which 
we know the exact solution k for (2.1). Consider k (x , t )  _  (cos2 nx — I )  e -01t where x  E [0, L] 
and t E [0 ,T ]. Note this function satisfies the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. 
Also, k (x , t )  <  0 for some (x , t )  which would denote negative values o f capital. But, as we 
are just verifying the implementation o f the scheme that solves the PDE numerically, k need 
not be positive. We obtain the partial derivatives
- 2n2 (  2 n x  2 n x  \
kxx _  — cos2 —----- sin2 —  e  1
L 2 V L L )
4n2 /  2 n x  1 \ mt .
t  H t  — 0 e (2.10)
I (  2 n x  1
100 r s t — 2
By substituting these partial derivatives into (2.1), we find
f  (k) _  kt — kxx +  5k
1 4n2
^ ^  +  ~t
Therefore k is the exact solution to kt _  kxx +  f ( k )  — 5k. Let ktest be the numerical solution
to the forward problem  (2.1) we com puted when f  _  f  . For L _  50 and 5 _  0.05, we can
compare k evaluated at grid points to ktest. Consider the refinement path h _  A x  _  3At. 
W hen we take h ^  0 we see ||k — ktest||TO ^  0. Furthermore, \\kh — ktest||TO _  O (h 1) (see 
Figure 2.2). This is the predicted rate as we used a first-order accurate scheme based on 
forward and backward Euler [6].
Now that we have a m ethod to solve the forward problem, we will move on to the methods 
used to solve the inverse problem.
1 ^cos2 — M  e.Q1t. (2.11)
4n 2
1 + 4n -  +  5 ) k .  (2.12)
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Figure 2.2: Plot showing error o f numerical solution as a function o f spatial grid spacing
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C h a p te r  3
S a m p lin g  o f  P a ra m e te r  S p a ce
As we have stated previously, the solution to an inverse problem is generally a probability 
distribution over the m odel space [9]. For com plex posterior distributions (e.g. numerous 
local maxima), describing aspects o f this solution may only be possible by sampling the 
distribution. Recall we have formulated the posterior distribution as
o m (m ) =  c-exp ^ —2 [(g (m ) — kobs)tC - 1(g (m ) — kobs) +  (m  — mprior)tCM1(m  — mp^ r)]^ .
We will use a robust approach (that would work on more com plex problems) to sample this 
distribution. We will then compare some characteristics o f this sample with the com putation 
o f the inverse problem solution through least squares optimization (Chapter 4).
3 .1  M a rk o v  ch a in  M o n te  C a r lo  a p p ro a ch
One way to sample this distribution, finding a collection o f points |m (i)} |=1 where K  E Z+, 
is using random techniques, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo. The essence o f this approach 
is to generate samples o f points through a random walk o f the space in which each step is 
dependent only on the present location.
If we begin at some sample point m (i), we wish to define rules that select the next point 
in our sample m (i+1). As we will use a Markov chain approach, this move will only depend on 
our current location m (i), and no previous location m (i-k) for k = 1 ,  2, 3 ,... . There are four 
aspects o f this process: a m ethod o f proposing a step, a rule to accept that move (together 
which define a random walk), a decision about which iteration to start sampling, and a de­
cision on how many samples to include. The locations near m prior may not be good  samples 
o f the posterior distribution; we may need to make many steps (burn in process) before we 
are sampling from the posterior distribution. Each sample will be highly correlated to the 
previous one, and thus the number o f samples will determine how well we have sampled
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the posterior distribution. As this may turn out to be very large, we will not include every 
sample in our collection.
We will begin by defining how to take a proposed step from point m (i) to m*. Note, m* is 
not automatically admitted to our sample; this would not take into account our distribution 
on the model space M , only its constant homogeneous distribution. Given a point m  with 
components m j , we define a random step to m* as
m* _  m (i) +  £ j , (3.1)
where £j is a single sample point from a normal distribution N (0, a ). Note each component of 
m  is perturbed and a will determine the size o f the step. If the step is too  small, not enough
of the model space will be explored but if the step is too large, the M etropolis algorithm
(introduced next to determine the success o f the proposed step) will reject many steps leading 
to an inefficient algorithm [9]. The size o f the step will be crucial. Once that proposed step 
is made, we have to determine if we stay there and if that point is then included in the 
sample.
3 .2  M e tr o p o lis  im p le m e n ta t io n
Now that we have a m ethod o f proposing a step in a random walk, we need to determine if 
that step will be taken. We will use the Metropolis algorithm to accept or reject our move. 
Suppose we have a proposed transition from m (i) to m*. From [9], we will accept the move
to m * if
(1) aM (m *) >  aM (m (i)), (3.2)
or we will accept the move from m (i) to m* with probability aM (m * ) /a M (m (i)) if
(2) aM (m *) <  aM (m (i)). (3.3)
If m* is accepted, then m (i+1) _  m*. On the other hand if m* is rejected, then m (i+1) _  m (i). 
We can run the Metropolis algorithm repeatedly. This will define the random walk, but we 
will not include every point in our collection. Along with the starting point and sample size, 
we will determine with what frequency to include accepted moves as samples. This selection 
is primarily needed to prevent memory problems that would arise from storing a sufficient 
number o f samples. Ultimately, this sample size will be determined by the problem  and pro­
gression o f the Metropolis algorithm. These parameters will be defined in the results chapter.
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We will attempt to compare the mean and credible (confidence) intervals o f each com ­
ponent o f the sample obtained through M etropolis with the maximum a posteriori estimate 
(or posterior m ode) m MAP found through least squares and covariance matrix C M of aM (m ) 
when we linearize at that point. We consider the least squares algorithm next.
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C h a p te r  4
L east S qu ares
Monte Carlo techniques may be necessary to describe the posterior distribution o f an inverse 
problem; the distribution could have any number o f local maximums or other features that 
can only be found through sampling the distribution. This depends on the nature o f g  [9]. 
We do not know the com plexity o f our posterior distribution, but we can go ahead and 
determine where the distribution is maximized by minimizing the sum o f squared residuals,
i.e. least squares. We will recall our posterior distribution
aM (m ) _  c-exp ^ —2 [(g (m ) — kobs)tC - 1(g (m ) — kobs) +  (m  — mprior)tCM1(m  — m p ^ r)]^  .
(4.1)
Observe when CM1 _  —zI  and C - 1 _  - z I , where a 1 and a2 are respective standard 
deviations for pM (m ) and pD (g (m )) , the exponential is a sum of squares. We will determine 
the maximum a posteriori estimate m MAP of this distribution by finding the maximum 
value o f aM (m ). We will then linearize g  at this point, and in a neighborhood o f m MAP 
the posterior distribution will be approximately Gaussian [9]. We can then determine the 
covariance matrix, which we will denote C M. By finding the maximum a posteriori estimate, 
we are essentially applying Tikhonov regularization, with the regularization term coming 
from our a priori distribution. However, we are going one step further to attempt to answer 
how certain we are o f the maximum a posteriori estimate.
4 .1  M is fit  fu n c t io n
The formulation o f the posterior distribution aM (m ) in (4.1) gives rise to the misfit function  
S  (m ) where
2S (m ) _  (g (m ) — kobs)tC - 1(g (m ) — kobs) +  (m  — mprior)tCM1(m  — mprior). (4.2)
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We note o m (m ) =  c ■ exp (—S (m )). The misfit function is a measure o f how poorly the data 
and our prior knowledge fits some input model parameter m . We wish to find the posterior 
m ode m MAp which will be where o m (m ) is maximized. Note, this goal is equivalent to mini­
mizing S (m ). An effective m ethod for minimizing S (m ) is to com pute the gradient V S (m ), 
whose ith component is jmS-, where m  =  (m 1, m 2, ..., m n). We then need to determine where 
that gradient is 0. This is hard (if not impossible) to do exactly, especially as the dimension 
of the problem gets large. We must use a m ethod o f numerical optimization.
4 .2  G a u ss -N e w to n  m e th o d
We will employ Newton’s m ethod to solve the equation V S (m ) =  0. From Taylor’s Theorem, 
we have
V S  (m (1)) =  V S  (m (0)) +  V 2S (m (0)) A m  +  O (A m 2) ,
where A m  =  m (1) — m (0). Let s =  A m . By dropping higher order terms o f s and setting
the gradient at m (1) equal to 0 , we obtain
V 2S (m (0)) s =  —V S  (m (0)) . (4.3)
Note V 2S is the Hessian o f S, i.e., the matrix o f second derivatives o f S . By starting with 
an initial guess m (0), this gives us the Newton update
m (n+ 1) =  m (n) +  a s  (4.4)
where we solve V 2Ss =  —V S  for s and a  >  0 is a scalar parameter. We call s the descent
direction, and when a  = 1 ,  this is the standard Newton method. By starting with an initial 
guess (m prior is not unreasonable), com puting subsequent iterates will hopefully converge to 
the minimizer o f S (m ). Applying Newton’s m ethod requires us to compute the gradient and 
Hessian o f S (m ). The gradient o f S  (m ) is
/ J S \dmi
\ —  /\dm„ /
We can com pute each com ponent o f the gradient at point m  using the product rule as follows:
dmj \ dmj
T
dS  (m ) =  ( (m ) ) C - 1(g (m ) — kobs) +  e j C M1(m  — mprior) (4.5)
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where we approximate 4gL in the next section. Observe ^  is the matrix o f partial deriva- ^^  amj dm ^
tives, i.e. the Jacobian. If we denote this as G , the gradient at m  is
V S (m ) _  (G (m ))TC - 1(g (m ) — kobs) +  CM1(m  — mprior). (4.6)
As we have a way to com pute the gradient, V S , to find the descent direction for the
Gauss-Newton method, we just need the Hessian o f S  (evaluated at the point m ). Note the 
Hessian is the n x n matrix
V 2S _  d- S  
V d m 2
where the i j th entry o f V 2S is (V 2S )ij-. We can com pute these entries by differentiating 
(4.5). Applying the product rule again, we have
2o ) i j <m) =  ( d m < m )) C D  Vm d m z ( d m (m ))  C - 1 ( g ( m ) — k ob-><V S i ‘j ( _ , (m )) c d 2 d m  (m 0 + e T c m1 ej +
(4.7)
Now, each step o f Newton will result in a decrease o f S (m ) as long as a descent direction 
is chosen - it need not be in the steepest descent direction. If either the residual (g (m ) — kobs) 
is small or the nonlinearity o f g (m ) is small (causing the second derivative o f g  to be small), 
then the last term of (4.7) will be small [9]. We will proceed by dropping the last term of 
the Hessian [8], and use the approximation o f the Hessian V 2S with entries
( V  S ) i j (m ) _  ( t i  (m )) T c d 1 ( i t ,  <m ))  +  (C M1)ij. (4 8 )
Using G  to denote the Jacobian as we did with the gradient, the approximate Hessian at 
the point m  is
V 2S (m ) _  (G (m ) )TCD1(G (m ))  +  CM1. (4.9)
By using the approximation o f the Hessian V 2S instead o f V 2S , we will call the m ethod 
described in (4.3) and (4.4) as Gauss-Newton. Since we now have a way to find the maximum 
a posteriori estimate and covariance o f the posterior distribution, we just need to compute 
the gradient and Hessian.
4 .3  A p p r o x im a t io n  o f  d eriv a tiv es
As seen earlier, both  the gradient V S  and approximate Hessian V 2S require the com putation 
o f the Jacobian G , but only first derivatives o f g (m ) are needed for this. For simplicity, 
we will use a difference quotient to approximate these partial derivatives where the i j th
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m 1 \ \
m , +  A m
v v m n
g
/ /
m 1 \ \
m j — A m
w m n / /
2A m
(4.10)
Now recall, com puting g  depends on the piecewise linear function f  that is uniquely deter­
mined by m. Therefore, to evaluate g  in each term of (4.10) we must find the piecewise linear 
functions specified by both  (m 1 ... m , +  A m  ... m n ) and (m 1 ... m , — A m  ... m n
O f course, with a main factor o f the gradient and Hessian being an approximation, that 
is the best we can hope for in the com putation o f V S  and V 2S . W ith the approximations of 
both  V S  and V 2S evaluated at a points m , we can proceed with the Gauss-Newton m ethod 
described in (4.3) and(4.4) from an initial guess m (0). We will proceed to find a sequence of 
point m (0), m (1), ...m (j) until V S (m (j)) is sufficiently small. We can then claim m MAP =  m (j).
Once we find m MAP, we can linearize g (m ) at that point. Dropping second order terms, 
this is
g (m ) «  g(mMAp) +  G (m M A p)(m  — S m ap), (4.11)
where G (m MAP) is the Jacobian evaluated at the maximum a posteriori point. We then 
estimate the posterior covariance [9] by
C M
1
V 2S (mMAp) =  [G(m M Ap)T C D1G(mMAp) +  C M1]
1
Now that we have described the plan o f attack for both approaches (M etropolis and least 
squares), we will implement both  algorithms to describe the posterior distribution.
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C h a p te r  5
R e su lts
We finally get to solving the inverse problem - by both  the M etropolis algorithm to sample 
the posterior distribution and least squares to determine the location o f the maximum and 
covariance o f the posterior distribution. To determine the distribution o f parameters m , we 
need to start with some capital data kobs. We do not have actual data for a one-dimensional 
region or country with which to work. Instead, we will generate data using our model and 
a chosen production function f  and introduce Gaussian noise.
Recall then our solution is the posterior distribution 
aM (m ) _  c-exp ^ —2 [(g (m ) — k o iJ 'C -^ g t m )  — kote) +  (m  — m p ^ 'C M ^ m  — mprior)]^ ,
(5.1)
but this solution is not tractable. We cannot visualize aM (m ), but we can try to describe 
a few features. In particular, we are interested primarily in finding where it is maximized, 
m MAP (which is what the authors did in [3]), mean, and also some way to quantify the 
certainty o f those model parameters. That is our goal, and as we have two methods at our 
disposal, in the end we compare summary statistics found by both  methods.
In particular, we will sample the posterior distribution using the Metropolis algorithm, 
and then com pute the sample mean, which we will denote mk , and credible intervals (the 
middle 95% values o f each component o f m ). We will also find the minimizer o f S (m ), 
m MAP, and linearize aM at that point. We will then com pute the covariance matrix, C M, 
o f this distribution. Lastly, we show the comparison o f mk to mMAP and the 95% credible 
(confidence) intervals with the standard deviations in the diagonals o f C M.
Now aM (m ) would be Gaussian if g  were linear, (i.e. g (m ) _  G m ) [9], and in that case 
we could directly com pute its mean and covariance. Alas, g  is not linear and hence aM (m ) 
is not Gaussian. The posterior distribution depends on how close (or far) g (m ) is from being
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linear. Therefore, the more nonlinear g (m ) is, the less likely the linearization around mMAp 
will produce a covariance C M that accurately describes om (m ) away from m MAp. Also m  
depends on the samples generated, and two different collections o f sample points will have 
different sample means (and covariances). Therefore, we can ’t expect the comparison o f our 
results to be exact, but we do expect them to be “close” . At this point, all that remains will 
be recalling the context o f the original inverse problem.
Ultimately, we are trying to recover the production function f  depending on capital data 
o f a region. The maximum a posteriori estimate (or the sample mean) can define that piece­
wise function we seek, and the covariance matrix (or credible intervals) can quantify our 
certainty o f that production function.
The results in this final chapter come from running the M etropolis algorithm and the 
Gauss-Newton m ethod (which both use the scheme for solving the forward problem ). These 
three algorithms have been described in the previous chapters. In the first section in this 
chapter we concretely define our distribution o f data pD and a priori distribution pM. In the 
subsequent section we define the parameters necessary to fully implement our two methods 
for describing our a posteriori distribution om  . We lastly implement them both  and describe 
our solution.
5 .1  D a ta  an d  a p r io r i d is tr ib u tio n s
To describe the posterior distribution, we must first have a concrete definition o f the distri­
bution o f data pD (k) and the a priori distribution pM (m ). W ith  these functions in hand, we 
can implement the M etropolis algorithm and Gauss-Newton both  described earlier. For the 
solution calculated here, we have n =  19, so m  E R 19.
Let us begin with the data for capital. In addition to some given or observed capital data 
kobs, we must also have a description o f the errors o f those measurements, the covariance 
matrix C D. We begin by generating data by our model g (m ) =  kobs, i.e. we have solved the 
forward problem given slopes o f some piecewise production function and initial distribution 
o f capital. We will use the m  E R 19 which come from approximating the function
=  ° . ° 005k4 (5 2)
f  ( ) 1 + 0.0005k4 . ( . )
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and initial capital
0, for 0 <  x  <  15 
k(x,  0 ) = < {  .5x -  7.5, for 15 <  x <  35 (5.3)
10, for 35 <  x  <  50,
which are the same functions used to produce the data in [3]. See Figure 1.2 for the plot o f f .
We can com pute kobs from solving the forward problem described in section 2.2. W ith 
components k, o f kobs, we can introduce errors in our data based on our perceived level of 
accuracy o f that data - this is represented by C D. We suppose each data point is independent 
and the mean o f a normal distribution, and thus C D is diagonal. Thus we define the ith 
diagonal entry o f C D to be
(C d ),
(k i /10)2, if ki =  0
10-4 , if ki =  0
(5.4)
where k, is the ith component o f kobs. Note we need C D to be nonsingular, so no entries 
along the diagonal o f the matrix can be 0. Using the standard deviations defined in (5.4), we 
introduce Gaussian noise into our data. The plots o f the produced data (a) and perturbed 
data (b) are in Figure 5.1. We will use the perturbed data as kobs.
Figure 5.1: (a) Plot o f produced data, (b) Plot o f perturbed produced data
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As we recall from (1.8), the probability distribution o f our data is 
Pd (k) =  kD exp ^ — 2 [(k — kobs)TC D (k — kobs)]
and as we have defined kobs and C D, we can move onto our a priori distribution. Similar 
to the distribution o f data, we have assumed our prior distribution pM(m ) is Gaussian. We 
need to pick quantities for the mean (m prior) and covariances (entries o f C M) o f this distri­
bution.
We will make an educated guess ( f prior E F ) o f the convex-concave production function f  
we are ultimately trying to recover. From there we can determine m prior from the piecewise 
approximation o f fprior at 19 nonzero nodes. Let
l  O.OOlt:4 \
■'pr” r ' ^1 +  0 . 001k v  ' (
The graph o f f prior along with its piecewise linear approximation f prior and f  from (5.2) is 
shown in Figure 5.2(a).
We can determine m prior by computing the slopes between the nodes o f f prior. For sim­
plicity, we will assume the components o f m  are independent, and thus C M is diagonal. It 
may be reasonable to be more certain o f small components o f m  (i.e. where f prior is flatter) 
than larger ones (where f  is steeper) so we will use relative standard deviations at each node. 
We define the ith diagonal entry o f C M to be
(Cm ), =  (0 . 15m, +  0 . 0004)2 (5.6)
where m , is the ith component o f m prior. Note, 0.0004 was chosen so that there was some 
baseline for variance (when m, is close to 0). Observe 0.15 was chosen due to the minimiza­
tion o f the misfit function (com puted using the Gauss-Newton m ethod) shown in Figure 5.3. 
For larger values o f (less regularization) we could achieve a better fit, but the change would 
be minimal. W ith more regularization, the a priori term begins to dominate.
Thus we have m prior and C M defined. Note pM (m ) is 19-dimensional and hard to visualize. 
Following [7], we know the marginal distribution at each node is Gaussian with mean m , and
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Figure 5.2: (a) Plot o f f prior, f prior, and the production function which produced the unper­
turbed data. (b) Plot o f m prior with marginalized distribution at each node. The uncertainty 
bars represent a 95% credible interval.
P
Figure 5.3: Evaluation o f the misfit function depending on level o f regularization.
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standard deviation (0.15m, +  0.0004). We can then plot the components o f m  along with 
certainty bars which show a 95% credible interval (plus/minus 2 standard deviations). This 
visualization o f the prior distribution is in Figure 5.2(b).
5 .2  S p e c ifica t io n s  o f  th e  tw o  a p p ro a ch e s
Before we can apply the M etropolis algorithm to sample the posterior distribution and least 
squares linearize around m MAP, we need to specify the parameters for both  the Metropolis 
algorithm and Newton’s method.
The Metropolis algorithm defines an acceptance criteria to move to a new a point in a 
random walk. There are four necessary parameters needed to sample aM (m ) via Metropolis: 
the initial starting point m (0), a way to take a proposed step (or stay put), the frequency 
which points are added to the sample points (to preserve m em ory), and the sample size.
The most logical place to start our random walk would be m prior, so let m (0) =  m prior. 
From here we need to take a preliminary step. In (3.1) we proposed to perturb each node by 
a distance taken from normal distribution with standard deviation a. A  suggested way to 
determine step size given in [9] is by the acceptance rate o f the M etropolis rule (3.2) - (3.3). 
As a rule o f thumb, this acceptance rate should be roughly 30-50%. After experimenting 
(with various priors) for n =  19, we have determined to use a =  5 x 10- 5. For the com pu­
tation here, this has an approximate acceptance rate o f 39%.
Again though, we do not include all o f these random walk points in the sample. We 
suspect a large number o f samples will be needed; therefore, we will thin the samples by only 
including every fifth sample from the M etropolis algorithm.
We lastly need to determine at which iteration to start sampling and how large our sam­
ple size should be. Again, computational resources dictate this cannot be too large. We run 
the M etropolis algorithm until 125,000 samples are found (either by adding a new location 
or adding the current location). O f these, we will include every fifth sample. From looking at 
the trace plots o f the parameter values at each iteration in Figure 5.4, it appears we should 
avoid using the first few thousand samples. We will then summarize our statistics after a 
burn in o f 10,000 samples (note the dashed line in Figure 5.4). Therefore, the sample size 
































Figure 5.4: These three plots show the values for m 1 through m 15, the first 15 components 
o f m.
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sample size could give a better description o f our posterior distribution, but com puting re­
sources is the limitation here.
The parameters for the Gauss-Newton m ethod described in Section 4.2 are easier to de­
fine. There are three o f these, but as a contrast to the M etropolis approach two o f them 
can be confidently chosen. The parameters are the initial starting point, the criteria for 
stopping, and, harder to define, the value for a  in (4.4). We will again define m (0) =  m prior. 
After experimenting with values for a , we chose a  =  0.3. A  more robust solution for finding 
an iterate could come from a line search along the descent direction s, but we have found 
a  =  0.3 to be small enough for convergence, but large enough for the efficiency o f the algo­
rithm.
We finally need to stop Newton’s method. Finding m  such that V S (m ) =  0 is unrea­
sonable. We should however stop when the gradient is “close enough” to 0. We will define 
close enough in a relative sense. We will stop Newton’s m ethod after j  iterations where j  is 
the smallest integer satisfying
M ,  <  ! 0- 8. (5.7)
||VS (m (0))||^
Now that all quantities and parameters have been defined, we will turn our attention to 
implementing Metropolis and Gauss-Newton to finally describe the posterior distribution.
5 .3  Im p le m e n ta t io n
The codes solving the forward problem, the Metropolis algorithm, and Gauss-Newton method 
(and supporting functions) are all written using Python. The scripts are mostly written from 
scratch, apart from, for instance, functions for solving linear systems and generating random 
numbers from probability distributions.
W ith that in mind, com puting the solution via M etropolis and Gauss-Newton is costly. 
For solving the forward problem  g , each time step requires, at its core, the solution o f a 
system of 251 equations. But this forward problem solution is required at each proposed 
step that is fed into the M etropolis algorithm and for each component in com puting the 
approximate gradient and Hessian at a point. Adding in the usual function evaluation and 
arithmetic, the codes for both methods are slow.
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The code for Gauss-Newton is also limited by the fact that it doesn’t scale. W ith a 
doubling o f components o f m , the entries o f the Hessian quadruple. Before we reach 19 
nodes, this scaling problem becomes evident.
5 .4  C o m p a r is o n  o f  s o lu tio n s
We finally run both  the M etropolis algorithm and Gauss-Newton following the specifications 
in section 5.2. As a result we obtain a sample {m W }1™00 o f the posterior distribution (from 
M etropolis) and the maximum a posteriori estimate m MAP and covariance C M (from Gauss- 
Newton). Since g (m ) is not linear, and in particular aM is not Gaussian, we don ’t expect 
the mean o f this sample to coincide with m MAP. Nonetheless, with the samples {m  (i)} ,  we 
find the sample mean m  by the following formula for K  =  15000:
1 K
m  =  —  m (i) (5.8)
i=l
If aM is far from Gaussian, the sample covariance matrix computed from these samples may 
have little meaning [9]. Instead from these samples, we can find the middle 95% for each 
component o f m , and this will define the credible interval describing our certainty o f the 
sample mean parameter. We then visualize this distribution marginalized at each node in 
Figure 5.5(b)
Since we also have m MAP and C M from least squares optimization, we at least have 
something to compare. We visualize the Gaussian distribution that approximates pM (m ) in 
a neighborhood o f m MAP by again marginalizing at each node. We com pute the standard 
deviation for each component by taking the square roots o f the diagonals o f C M. Figure 
5.5(a) shows the marginal distributions o f the approximate Gaussian at m MAP where the 
certainty bars show plus/m inus 2 standard deviations.
Figure 5.5 shows a discrepancy between the two solution methods: m MAP does not co­
incide with m , and the uncertainty shown from least squares is greater than that shown 
from the samples o f the a posteriori distribution. In either case, we can determine the 
piecewise production function and a description o f how certain we are o f said function. 
The piecewise production functions resulting from m MAP and m  are shown in Figure 5.6(a) 
and Figure 5.6(b) respectively. The dashed curves in the figures show production functions 
prescribed by the credible intervals found from both methods.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Plot o f m MAP with credible intervals at each node. (b) Plot o f m  with 
marginalized distribution at each node.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Plot o f production function from least squares; f MAP determined by slopes 




There are a few potential reasons for the inconsistent answers. Beginning with the Metropolis 
algorithm, better results may be obtained by increasing the sample size. Since the samples 
are correlated (even with the thinning), a larger number is needed to better sample the 
posterior distribution. The only problem with this potential solution is the computational 
expense o f running the Metropolis algorithm (and com puting the forward problem ). Another 
potential issue may come from approximating the gradient in the least squares method. That 
is, the approximation that results from approximating the derivative (Jacobian) o f the for­
ward model .dm
O f course the summary statistics we are finding from each m ethod come from different 
distributions. M etropolis samples the posterior distribution, but the covariance matrix (JM 
comes from a Gaussian distribution that comes from linearizing the forward problem. There 
is a question o f how close this distribution approximates the posterior distribution aM. This 
could account for the large difference in uncertainty bars.
In order to use actual data in solving this inverse problem (finding a production function 
f ), we would need to solve the forward problem for two spatial dimensions (instead o f just 
one). But then, a better model describing the diffusion o f capital may be necessary.
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